THE TRAGEDY OF A LONELY THINKER.
BY THE EDITOR.

DURING

the Columbian Exposition at Chicago the

of the Exhibition Committee

was

President

greatly pestered with visits

who had been

unsuccessful in practical life and who
an opportunity to have their contrivances brought
before the public. A goodly percentage of them were circle-squarers,
and experience proved that when once admitted it was very difficult
to get rid of them. Whenever they were met with the proposition
that their undertaking was Utopian or chimerical, they had so many
arguments ready to refute their opponent and were possessed of
such unusually glib tongues that finally they were refused a hearing.
They were told that he, the President, had no time to consider their claims
they would have to procure the endorsement
of some scholar or mathematician known in Chicago and I was
unfortunate enough to have my name mentioned in this connection.
The result was that I had the equivocal honor of being visited by
almost a dozen circle-squarers, and two or three inventors of a
perpetumn mobile. I got rid of them as well as I could the employees in the office had sometimes to bear the brunt of their attacks
and kept them out. Once I remember Mr. McCormack, at that
of inventors

hoped now

to find

;

—

;

my

argued with one of them for half an hour or more
on the subject that his particular
solution, or better his mistaken notion of the subject, had been
anticipated more than a century before by some one else—a fact
which for a while puzzled him greatly, but being conscious of having
squared the circle without any knowledge of his predecessors, it did
not disturb him much.
The majority of these men were not mathematicians at all, but
on the contrary were most densely ignorant as to the very nature
and significance of geometry. Some even boasted of their ignorance
and like St. Paul srloried in the thought that God had chosen to
time

assistant,

and showed him

in Schubert's essay
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science through the instrumentahty

not of sages, but of an unschooled and uneducated mind, so that the

But some circle-squarers were talented perand even ingenious. All of them were enthusiastic
and idealistic and not a few of an imposing character. I feel sure
that every one of them would have been interesting to the psychologist at any rate those whom I had the opportunity to diagnose
were not lacking in fine and noble qualities, but they were pathological without exception, and I could easily foresee the tragic fate
which awaited them disappointment after disappointment, until
they would die in despair.
The case of a circle-squarer is necessarily pathological and his
condition is that of an intellectual disease the cause of which may
praise were His alone.
sons, intelligent

;

—

be different in different individuals, but as a rule

it

is

the ambition

something quite original, something which no one
else has ever done to solve a problem which has puzzled the best
minds to think a thought which it is impossible to fathom by ordinary means, in short to become the channel of a new revelation.
The aim is noble enough, but the person who possesses it, lacks the
to accomplish

;

;

necessary patience to equip himself for the task, to become familiar

with the conditions from which he starts and to furnish the thing

which

He
He

and cares
performs his task without inquiring
into the need for it.
He begins with the assumption that he is the
chosen channel of divine grace and buoyed up by this confidence,
little

is

really wanted.

about the demand.

fabricates the article first

he does not take the trouble to study, to learn, to investigate. He
expects the world to see the solution from his standpoint and to
recognize him as the

medium

of a revelation.

He may

be very

modest in his behavior, but the core of his heart is filled with vanity
and a cure of the disease would be possible only by plucking out from
his soul the conceit that has led him to imagine that he has really
accomplished something great. The medicine is bitter, for it must
necessarily blast his dearest hopes.

In

many

instances a cure

be a positive cruelty, for the illusion that one
significance

is

is

would

a genius of unique

a sweet dream, and the awakening from

it

is

ex-

tremely painful.

Under

the impression of several cases of this kind I wrote at

that time a short story

—a

tragedy

—

entitled

"The Circle-Squarer,"

which was published in The Open Court (Vol. VHI, pp. 4121, 4130),
and I have retained a deep sympathy with this unhappy type of
persons.
Most of them are men of an ideal cast of mind and of
a noble and highstnmg temperament. My interest was newly awak-
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ened when Mr. Leubuscher made me acquainted with the fate and
writings of his unfortunate friend Dr. Charles de Medici, who after
a life of various adventures had to sufifer great disappointment and
died finally of a broken heart, though undaunted in the confidence

world an invaluable discovery.
a fine type of a man and it seems
a pity that he wasted his life in the vain pursuit of an ignis faiuus.
He appears to have been better equipped with mathematical knowledge than any one of his confreres, the other circle-squarers I have
met, but his knowledge was not sufficient to save him from the fatal
that he bequeathed to the

De Medici must have been

conviction that he had squared the circle.
It is

a truth well understood by

all

mathematically trained minds,

between certain magnitudes cannot be expressed
in whole numbers in other words they are incommensurable. Such
is the proportion between the circumference of the circle and its
diameter which has been called tt, the initial letter of the Greek

that the relations

;

term periphery.

The number

tt

especially for the calculation of

circumference of which the radius

proximated with more or

from %
hundred

number

important for

is

any
is

circle,

known, and

less accuracy,

many

purposes,

or cycle, or circuit, or
it

has been ap-

acording to the conditions,

to a calculation of a decimal fraction of

more than three

Mathematicians have always suspected that the
belonged to the realm of incommensurables, but only about

figures.
tt

ago has Professor Ferdinand Lindemann, of Munich,
tt is equivalent to an infinite series
This
it can never be expressed in a proportion of whole numbers.
settled the question permanently in the domain of mathematics, and
the burden of proof would rest with any one who might claim that
the circle can be squared, for he would have to go over Lindemann's
calculations and show wherein their error lies.*
De Medici's books contain many thoughtful suggestions, but
he has never taken the trouble to post himself on the problem which
he ventured to discuss. He expects the rest of the world to adapt
themselves to his method and dispense with incommensurability,
thereby squaring the circle in a short cut that to the ordinary mathematician would represent an approximation, presumably sufficient,

thirty years

succeeded in proving that since

to be sure, for almost all practical purposes.

Mr. Leubuscher, the enthusiastic friend of Dr. de Medici, was
* The reader will find a popular discussion of the subject in Dr. Hermann
Schubert's paper entitled "The Squaring of the Circle," published in The
Monist, Vol. I, p. 197, and republished in his book Mathematical Essays and
Recreations, Chicago The Open Court Publishing Company. See also "The
Circle-Squarer," above referred to.
:

—
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willing to have the

claim of de Medici's "Rational Mathematics" inquired into.
the

work

the case takes

more time than

I

can spend on

it

;

case over to Mr. Francis C. Russell of Chicago,

himself

But

of entering- into the details of the merits and demerits of

much with kindred

so I handed the

who

has busied

subjects and has a liking for the recon-

problems of the most abstract thought, such as algebra of logic
and the logic of relatives. He has deposited his verdict in an article
which appeared in the November number of The Open Court under
the title "Minos and Niemand Again," and Miss Lydia G. Robinson
has extracted a number of passages from an anonymous book of
Dr. de Medici which in grim sarcasm he entitled Ttvo Lunatics,
A Remarkable Story by One of Them. This publication is a truly
pathetic presentation of the story of this misguided genius and his
many tribulations. It is a diagnosis of the case of a patient by selfintrospection and describes the several situations in bitter satire
a satire both of himself and of a heartless world with its Pharisaic
self-sufficiency.
He feels that the world condemns him as a "lunatic" and he has the firm conviction that among all these multitudes
who reject his solution his is the only sane mind. He hoped and
waited but his chance did not come.
He planned an institution
which would provide the means for the repudiated genius to work
out his valuable thoughts, and when the Carnegie Institution was
founded his expectations were raised to a high pitch, only to be disappointed again.
I have no question that President Oilman had
his claims conscientiously investigated by competent men, but he
was too courteous to state the result of their inquiry in blunt language. It was sufficient to let him know that there was no room
dite

for

him

in the

It is

Carnegie Institution.

a forlorn cause which Mr. Leubuscher defends, and yet

do not believe that the claim of his late friend should be suppressed.
know what Dr. de Medici has done, how he aspired
for a high aim
too high for him to attain how he failed how he
struggled for recognition how he was disappointed again and again,
until he died impoverished and desolate.
His life is a tragedy, but
his books are preserved.
Mr. Leubuscher who stood by his friend
in times of dire necessity has acquired them and is eager to have
their existence made known.
They are interesting in spite of the
failure of their author to understand the problem to the solution
of which he devoted his life.
We publish elsewhere in this number all those passages of Mr.
Leubuscher's article which refer to the personality of Dr. de Medici.
I

Let the world

—

;

;

;
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We

have dropped, however, those portions which he probably deems
essential expositions of the mathematical work of de Medici,

most

;

the greatest part being quotations from his books and articles.

We

believe that those of our readers

who would

in the subject to enter into Dr.

de Medici's argument themselves,

take sufficient interest

could easily procure his books which Mr. Leubuscher has for

sale.

These include Sections A, B, and C of Rational Mathematics, of
which Sections A and B treat of geometry and Section C of arithmetic, beginning in Part I with "Commensurational Arithmetic,"
followed in Part II by de Medici's treatment of the "Surd I>aw."
The Tzvo Lunatics is also on hand in paper covers and there are
many loose sheets and pamphlets on de Medici's favorite topics such
as "Metrology and the Metrometer," "The Harvest Home of Genius," "The Solving Triangle and Protractor, an Instrument which
Squares the Circle, Cubes the Sphere, and Rectifies the Curve," and
the "A^ontheon Society." Mr. Leubuscher may be addressed in the
interest of these publications at 50 Butler Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I myself have attempted to describe the adventures of a circlesquarer and utilized much material of my own experience, but here
is

a case of actual

life, full

of the pathetic experiences of a real

which might furnish material for an able novel writer
the sad tale of the destiny of an ideal self-delusion.

And why
his

is

is

to

Dr. de Medici's experience so pathetic?

by no means an isolated

case.

The same hankering

man

work out
Because
after the

vainglory of the extraordinary slumbers in every one of us, and this

tendency

is

not

wrong

The

in itself.

aspiration to accomplish some-

thing unusual and great has produced many heroes and leaders of
mankind, and not a few of them have suffered martyrdom for their
cause.
But the circle-squarer's ambition is warped either by an
excess of self-confidence or a lack of intellectual strength.
tragic element

comes

in

when we

The

consider that a small fault, situated

however, at the core of a man's soul in his wrong estimate of his
own capabilities, leads him to the path of certain failure.
In the circle-squarer

more or

which

in a

every

human

ally arising

being.

It is

most typical case of a disease
form can be observed in almost

find the

the disease of self-opinionatedness, natur-

from a too good opinion of oneself and an undervaluation

of the rest of the world.
originates

we

less virulent

most

It is

the disease of an oversubjectivity

easily in those people

who

;

it

are not capable of reach-

ing their verdicts and conclusions on the ground of objective considerations.

Such people are the children of

their

moods they
;

scorn

the lesson of outside facts for they are unable to see the details of
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the surrounding world in their objective significance.
too busy with the facts of their
sociate the two.
jectivists, ideaHsts,

They

live in a

own

They

are

sentiments and can never dis-

Therefore they are mostly sentimentalists, subor (to use the latest euphemism) pragmatists.

world of their

own and have

ings that their truth, their notions of

life,

does not agree with the actual world.

Some

to learn

by long

suffer-

their conception of reality,

some too
and dream
that they are the martyrs of a new covenant, and that they have
been the prophets of a new world in which the circle will be squared
and the miseries of the old dispensation will therewith be done away
late in life to

for ever.

mend, and some

learn

it

in time,

die with their illusions

